WALL TERMINATION DISTANCE VARIES (49.500" MAX)

4'-0" [48.000"

3'-9" [45.000"

POST ID TYP

DW-POST TYP

DW-FLOOR BRACKET TYP

DW-PANEL TYP

FIELD ATTACH NEOPRENE BLACK GASKET SPACERS WITH DOUBLE SIDED TAPE

USE GUIDELINE NOTCHES IN DW-FLOOR BRACKET FOR INSTALLATION ALIGNMENT

FIELD INSTALLED AT BOTTOM OF PANELS TYP

DW-POST CAP TYP

DW-PANEL J-TRIM (BELOW)

PLAN VIEW AT FLOOR

PLAN VIEW AT CEILING

DW-TOP RAIL SLOTTED 12" OC TO CONNECT WITH CEILING GRID

GORDON PARTITION WALL

PLAN VIEW

GORDON INC.

ARCHITECTURAL+ENGINEERED SOLUTIONS

5023 Hazel Jones Rd,
Booester City, LA 71111
800 747 8854
GORDON-INC.COM
sales@gordon-inc.com